
Have your professional skills become as stale as day old bread or do you continually seek out new assignments that will help you 
broaden and improve your executive skills?  If you want to catch the positive attention of bosses up the ladder or executive recruiters, 
you should be continually trying to broaden your skills to become a more versatile professional.

According to a Pew Research Center Study issued in October 2016, more than half of working adults believe “it will be essential for 
them to get training and develop new skills throughout their work life in order to keep up with changes in the workplace.”  The report 
goes on to state that, “About three-quarters of U.S. adults (72%) say that individuals should bear ‘a lot’ of responsibility for making 
sure they have the right skills and education to be successful in today’s economy.”

This same study notes that from 1980 to 2015, overall employment increased by 50%.  However, the growth was 83% when looking 
at “jobs that require average or above average social skills…such as interpersonal, management and communication skills, and those 
that require higher levels of analytical skills (77%), such as critical thinking and computer skills.” 

A crucial factor in progressing professionally is to continually improve and broaden what are called executive skills, or the 
competencies used to organize our lives daily and to reach the objectives -- big or small -- we have set for ourselves.  When executive 
functions aren’t properly developed, there can be problems with analyzing, planning, organizing, scheduling, and completing tasks, 
the very skills noted as important in the Pew study.

Peg Dawson, Ed.D and Richard Guare, Phd, who are known for their work with children but branched out to write The Smart but 
Scattered Guide to Success: How to Use Your Brain’s Executive Skills to Keep Up, Stay Calm, and Get Organized at Work and at 
Home, developed a test that that helps adults evaluate skill sets and identify both strengths and areas of improvement while also 
showing how to not let challenges hinder the realization of goals.  It is available via the Virginia Commonwealth University here http://
wp.vcu.edu/vcucfi/wp-content/uploads/sites/1763/2012/08/PRC-Conference-2014_Executive-Skills-Toolbox-4.pdf. Taking this test and 
answering honestly can greatly assist any professional in assessing and working on their executive skills.

Depending on the time and circumstances, the types of executive skills needed may vary.  As you manage your career, you need to 
realistically assess what is needed to be considered for positions with greater responsibility.  If you are looking towards eventually 
holding an executive position, you need need to understand the capabilities you should concentrate on improving based on the 
business you’re in or the one to which you’d prefer to transition.

Increasingly, the executive skills developed in order to rise through the ranks, may not be enough to win the day.  In addition to the 
traditional role of implementing strategies set out by the CEO, newly appointed senior executives must be prepared to provide 
counsel in areas that may be out of their specific area of expertise.  

In addition to executive skills, it is critical to continually work on keeping interview skills sharp. Knowing how to highlight the right 
experience in both a resume and in interviews is an essential skill set to move up the career ladder.  We often find that clients do have 
strong, relevant job experience, but they simply haven’t positioned this experience correctly on their resumes or in job interviews or on 
their resumes.

We recently worked with a senior vice president of real estate development whose goal was to become a chief operating officer.  
Unfortunately, her lack of experience in financing and a career sabbatical was precluding her from being considered for positions for 
which she felt qualified.  We worked with her to sharpen her focus on:

• Career paths and targeted resumes;
• Development and execution of a focused strategic marketing plan;
• How to best tell her “story” while clearly articulating the reasons for her sabbatical and why it was beneficial for her and future 

employers in the long-term; and
• Outreach to and direct contact with the hundreds of firms that would be impressed with her experience and credentials.

After working with our career experts, in three months, our client had three job offers in the Southeast, Northwest and West Coast.  
She ultimately chose a Chief Operating Officer position with a Real Estate Services Firm in the Northwest.

20/20 Foresight Executive Marketing has helped hundreds of job seekers successfully navigate the interview process by providing 
individual interview preparation and coaching. To learn more about executive marketing and career management services, contact 
20/20 Foresight at www.2020-4em.com or call 708-246-2100 and our career experts will be in touch.
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You know you, right? Let me guess, it’s your favorite topic? If you think that’s enough to get you through your upcoming job interview, 
think again. Savvy interviewers use a variety of techniques to evaluate job candidates and the smartest applicants do their homework 
and come prepared to answer a variety of questions in a variety of ways.

Here’s a summary of five popular interview tactics that an experienced career management consultant can teach you so you can be 
successful in the spotlight:

• The Gateway interview is designed to let companies know what brings you to the interview table, giving you an opportunity to 
explain why you have left (or want to leave) your most recent role. Your answers should be reasonable and believable. It’s OK if you 
mildly criticize current or past employers, but you should be able to back it up with a few details. The interviewer will want to know 
what has motivated you in the past and what makes you tick. Be prepared for a question on your compensation expectations.

• A Personality interview aims to understand who you are and how you relate to other people. A good interviewer will ask you what 
you have found rewarding in your career, ask you to describe your management style and how you make complex decisions or resolve 
conflicts. You should also expect questions about who you admire, who you believe has been your best boss and why. Other fair game 
topics are how much you work and how you organize yourself.

• While somewhat self-explanatory, do not assume the Resume interview will be a simple recital of your facts. The best candidates 
offer one or two detailed examples to support the bullet points that are on paper – without even being asked to do so. This technique 
assures your interviewer that you know your stuff, and can think logically and with some degree of complexity. You should be prepared 
to distinguish between individual successes and things you accomplished as part of a team.

• A Technical interview is where the proverbial rubber meets the road. Sure, your interviewer may be impressed with your wit and 
wisdom, but they need to know if you can do the job. Be ready to discuss your areas of expertise in detail. They’ll be looking to test 
your technical knowledge on simple – and sometimes complex – issues, like discounted cash flow analysis, buy/sell/hold analysis, cap 
rates, cap rates in certain cities, or approaches to calculating IRR. Know your market. If they are looking for skills you haven’t used in 
while, be sure to review before the interview.

• Generally the longest and most complex of the interviews, the Topgrading or business situational interview can last one or two 
hours. Usually not an initial interview, the goal of this conversation is to find candidates who can perform at the highest levels of an 
organization by reviewing a person’s career history, examining challenges in depth, discussing goals and the trajectory of your career. 
The company may describe three or four real problems within the company and with the position, and ask you to suggest approaches 
and solutions. This technique is usually performed when the candidate pool is down to a few finalists. This technique is very revealing 
as to who should be the final candidate.

In addition to being prepared to navigate several interview styles, one thing remains the same throughout. The most successful job 
seekers come prepared with answers that fit the job description they are discussing. If the job calls for attention to detail, think about 
situations where you accurately managed complex projects. If they need sales management skills, be ready to talk about motivation, 
processes and increases in productivity. Take the time to think things through in advance, and even do mock interviews with an expert. 
Anticipation and preparation DO make a difference.

20/20 Foresight Executive Marketing has helped hundreds of job seekers successfully navigate the interview process by providing 
individual interview preparation and coaching. To learn more about executive marketing and career management services, contact 
20/20 Foresight at www.2020-4em.com or call 708-246-2100.
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